Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL:
“Men Who Have Greatly Influenced Baseball”
This article is written to the memory of Marvin Miller who recently passed away. I believe he
had a greater impact on Major League Baseball than any other single individual because, through
effective representation of the Baseball Players’ Union, he was the leader of a movement that
changed the financial structure of baseball geometrically. Though not the mediator who broke
the Reserve Clause (Peter Seitz ruled in 1975 that Andy Messersmith and Dave McNally played
for a year without a contract; that they were free to sign with any team) he organized the first
player strike of any significance and negotiated a formal end to the Reserve Clause and
implemented a structure free agency.
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Others who I feel fall into the influential individual category include:
Lou Brock, who in 1972, challenged the Reserve Clause on his own to his great personal
detriment. This created, in my opinion, a climate for what was to follow.
Babe Ruth, of course, who with his dominance made the long ball respectable; which led to a
new Yankee Stadium ‘the house that Ruth built’ and changed the face of baseball from
intimate viewing to mega crowds. Ruth also began the meteoric portion of his ascendancy
after the Black Sox Scandal, giving folks a reason to come back to baseball.
Kenesaw Mountain Landis deserves mention both positively and negatively – positively for
restoring faith in baseball’s integrity after the Black Sox Scandal (we must mention Arnold
Rothstein who fixed the Series, allowing Landis to have something to restore); negatively
because he kept baseball white.
Branch Rickey who had the integrity to challenge his colleagues to break the color barrier
and force a change off the field.
Jackie Robinson for having the fortitude and rectitude to tolerate bias and bigotry and force a
change on the field.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Joint Bank Accounts
Intent of Depositor

Decedent had a joint bank account with Sammie. Decedent added Lori’s individual name to the
joint account at a later date. The signature card said “adding a beneficiary”. The bank employee
said this did not comply with bank protocol of adding another joint owner. The Probate Court
found that the Decedent’s intent to create a joint account and divided the proceeds between
Sammie and Lori.
The Court of Appeals sustained the Lower Court; determining that the Probate Court did not err
in dividing the proceeds, based on their finding of interests.
The Court of Appeals cited Pitre, 202 Mich App 241 which said ‘you determine property rights
by looking at the intent of the depositor and the intent was a joint account’.
The first joint tenant had a Power of Attorney. When the Appellee’s name was added as a joint
tenant, she had a Power of Attorney. QUERY: Why didn’t Appellant raise the presumption of
undue influence in the Lower Court?
QUERY: If the Courts divided the money equally among the “survivors”, why on earth is the
Petitioner/Appellee an estate rather than an individual?
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